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Club foodservice costs

Hidden between the lines of any food cost report are two facts about food economics well worth remembering. First, the cost breakdown on any single foodstuff is not a year-to-year constant. A weather referral might sharply alter the farmer’s share of the food dollar from one production season to the next. Or a hefty wage boost in some stage of a food item’s journey from farm to consumer might hike the item’s end-cost at the very time that its basic raw material experiences a price decline. As a case in point, we have the recent price history of bread; the labor component of bread’s cost has been nearly double the farm-commodity component.

Just as the price complexion of a single food item can change swiftly, due to abrupt variations among its several cost components, so too can the overall price makeup of the entire market basket of food. One year sugar prices soar, the next year they plunge. First pork is a luxury and beef a bargain; then the tables turn. In hundreds of ways the patterns of gyration and change are repeated constantly.

Same story for club foodservice

Complex and unpredictable. In a nutshell, that’s how the food economy looks to the individual food consumer. It’s no different for a large, integrated foodservice organization, except in one notable way: the scale of operations in foodservice is vastly greater, embracing a volume of fresh and processed food items and food-related products that is beyond the imagination of the average home food preparer.

This magnifies the importance of competent planning and management. If club foodservice people aren’t looking ahead and anticipating change, sooner or later they will pay the price. How soundly they understand the intricacies of the national food dollar — both its complex components and its likely trend — goes far toward determining their success and their customers’ ultimate satisfaction.

And if there is more to the food dollar than meets the casual eye — more, that is, than the mere cost of the wheat in the bread or the milk in the dairyman’s pail — there is likewise more to the foodservice dollar than just the food. A similar assortment of cost components levies a substantial toll. Taxes, interest, energy, transportation, and labor expenses all add up enormously.

For example, considerably more than half of total operating costs and expenses are allocated to items other than food. If we bear in mind the information revealed in the USDA’s cost-components report, this fact about our own food dollar will come as no surprise. The plain truth is that often nowadays the ancillary costs of doing business are the major costs of business, and for an obvious reason: inflation does not pick and choose its spots. It strikes hard at every facet of operations, bar none. Little wonder, then, that it has food business people gnashing their teeth.

How to not handle problems

- Look embarrassed when a difficult problem is brought up. Hint that it is in bad taste, or too elementary for mature consideration.
- Say that the problem cannot be separated from other problems. Therefore, no problem can be solved until all problems are solved.
- Rationalize the status quo; there is much to be said for it.
- Point out that those who see the problem do so because they are unhappy — rather than vice versa.
- Carry the problem into other areas; show that it exists everywhere. Hence, everyone will have to live with it.
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San Diego
Golf Academy

Present day golf course operation demands a versatile, well educated individual — one willing and able to work at or profitably manage the various business related operations of a golf complex.

The San Diego Golf Academy is in its third year of training outstanding persons in golf course management, operations and golf instruction.

The Academy has a two (2) year curriculum which includes every facet of the game of golf and its instruction — plus college level courses in business and management operations. Classes are devoted to: 1) Business Management, 2) Retailing, 3) Accounting, 4) Food and Beverage Controls, 5) Business Law, 6) Oral and Written Communication Skills, 7) Sports Theory, 8) Landscape and Golf Course Design, 9) Turf Maintenance and 10) Purchasing.

In addition, specialized instruction in 1) The Game of Golf, 2) Golf Teaching Techniques, 3) Individual Lessons, 4) Conducting Golf Activity and Tournaments, 5) Club Repair and Custom Fitting, and 6) Pro-Shop Operations are given each student.

These courses and instructional classes are devised to combine education and career training for the golf professionals, club operators and course managers of the future.

The practical experience gained by our well trained and educated Academy students will be of great value to golf course owners and operators throughout the U.S. If your golf course can utilize the talents of a San Diego Golf Academy graduate, contact:

Administration Department
San Diego Golf Academy
Whispering Palms Golf
and Country Club
P.O. Box 1937
Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067
Phone: (714) 756-2471
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